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requests the pleasure of your company at the

PRIVATE VIEW
of

IVON HITCHENS CBE AND STEPHEN CHAMBERS RA

at

12 Northgate, Chichester, PO19 19BA
on 
Friday 18 September 2015
6.30 - 8.30pm
7.30pm Talk by Stephen Chambers RA

RSVP  info@candidastevens.com

The exhibition continues until 31 October 2015
All work is for sale on receipt of the catalogue
The entire exhibition can be viewed at www.candidastevens.com

OPENING TIMES
Wednesday to Saturday 10.00am - 5.00pm
or by appointment



IVON HITCHENS CBE

“I should like things to fall in to place, with so clear a notation that the specators’ eye and aesthetic ear shall receive a clear message, a clear 
tune.  Every part should be the inevitable part of the whole.  I seek to re-create the truth of nature by making my own song about it.”

Background:  
Ivon Hitchens was born in London in 1893, the only son of Alfred, a painter and Ethel Margaret.  After attending Bedales School he went to 
the Royal Academy (RA) Schools in 1911, but with the intervening years of the Great War, he did not finish until 1919.  Always grateful for the 
technical grounding provided by the RA, he already had a preference for doing things his own way.  When he took his studio in Adelaide 
Road, he began a 20 year struggle to find his own unique style.

Very early on Ivon Hitchens felt a compulsion to move away from the traditional pictorial language consecrated by the RA and to develop a 
personal language that would express what he actually felt in front of nature.  He wanted to express the inner harmony and rhythm which he 
feels rather than sees, running through and uniting any group of forms, all the while conceding to the discipline and craftsmanship derived 
from a long academic training.

The philosophy of three authors helped him achieve his goal: “Composition”, by Arthur Wesley, with a prescription for an arrangement of 
form in opposition and repetition, making a pattern in rectangular space; “Art”, by Clyde Bell, envisioning that the true aim of the artist was 
not ‘representational imitation’ but the ‘expression’ of an idea; and Roger Fry’s “Vision and Design”.  One can identify a progressive bolder use 
of colour and shape to form a near abstract pattern on the surface of the canvas as well as create space in depth.

Influences:
First, and fundamentally, the Italian Quattrocento painters, which Ivon Hitchens had discovered at the National Gallery through reading ‘Na-
ture in Italian Art: A Study in Landscape Backgrounds, from Giotto to Tintoretto’, (1912/E.Salter).  Secondly, the ideals and practice of Japanese 
art, line, notan and colour.  (Notan refers purely to the harmony of ‘tone’ within the picture design itself).  Then, the contemporary French 
Painters, in particular Cezanne, Segonzac, Braque and Matisse.  These painters gave Ivon Hitchens the idea of how he might realize in his own 
work the qualities of formal structure and balance that he so admired in the Italian masters.  Ivon Hitchens was also curious about what his 
contemporaries were doing.  Most notably Ben Nicholson and Henry Moore, with whom he was friends.  Nicholson’s move towards abstrac-
tion encouraged Ivon to be bold in the search for his personal language.



His breakthrough:

Three significant events took place in the 1930s that were the making of Ivon:-  First, his marriage in 1937 to Molly Coates, which gave him strength 
and lasting happinenss.  Second was using an elongated, wider canvas, which allowed for several inter-related elements: Space for forms to ‘echo’, 
for colour areas to react on each other; multiple perspective and the division of the canvas into two, three or more sections, setting up of contrasts 
and counterpoint; and control of the spectator’s eye movement – the timing of the eye’s progress over the canvas – what he called ‘eye music’.  The 
first appearance of this format was in 1936 with a landscape entitled The South Bank and Moat Lands, Ashdown Forest.  Its use marked an entirely 
new and original element duly noted by the Tate Gallery that immediately purchased this painting – and it was the first of his paintings to enter the 
Tate Collection.  Thirdly, the purchase of six acres of Woodland near Lavington Common in 1939.  This permanent base in the country was to confirm 
him as predominantly a painter of landscape.  He could now indulge his preference, as a true son of Cezanne, for painting directly from nature, in 
the open air ‘going humbly to Nature, to see what I would later try to paint’.  It would be no exaggeration to say that the remaining 40 years of his 
life were dedicated largely to the exploration of his immediate surroundings, in all weathers, all seasons and every nuance of changing light.

Paintings in this exhibition:

The paintings which we have the privilege to show in this exhibition encapsulate absolutely what Ivon Hitchens spent his career trying to achieve. 
The balance and confidnece shown in these paintings demonstate the use of dark and light, circles and angles, short quick notes and long sombre 
areas, forward and receding movements with every part an inevitable part of the whole. This period of Ivon’s work is as important as the very be-
ginning. He must have had great joy looking at these pieces, they would have sung to him. 

Hitchens own notes on painting: -
(From ‘Ark’, Journal of the Royal College of Art, 1956)

“What I see and feel, I try to reduce to patches and lines of pigment, which have an effect on our aesthetic consciousness, independent of (though 
interpreting) the facts of nature in terms of a relationship of all the parts.  Therefore I often use a long canvas.  A receding movement demands a 
forward static movement.  Dark requires light, warm demands cool, up needs down, in/out, circular shapes/square angular shapes, larger somber 
areas/short quick notes and so on.  Thus all the areas of the canvas should be consciously planned in movement as well as representing objects.  But 
the visual ‘sound’ is of the first and greatest importance.  Without it, the picture is useless.”

Louise Cameron



STEPHEN CHAMBERS RA

Stephen Chambers studied at Winchester School of Art from 1978 to 1979 and then at St Martin’s School of Art from 1979 to 1982. He graduated with 
a Masters from Chelsea School of Art in 1983. Chambers was elected an RA in 2005.

Chambers returned to Winchester in 1986-7 as a Painting Fellow at Winchester School of Art.  During this period Chambers made a crucial leap in his 
work, painting what he knew, the beginnings of his house paintings, autobiographical painting from memory or interpretations of events. Chambers 
found that not caring about giving the work contemporary context was a great relief and consequently became more inventive. This is when he 
began showing his work. 

Influences:

Italy was Chambers’ catalyst. He made two student trips there and recalls the “tranquility, the soulfulness and the mesmerizing beauty” of a Piero 
della Francesa. Chambers was awarded The British School Rome Scholarship and it was here that he met his future wife, Denise de Cordova.  In Italy 
Chambers stocked his mind with images which continue to nourish him today. 

In Stephen Chambers’ work, arrangements of flat patterns are placed in expertly pleasing arrays of geometry. The central subjects are haloed with 
bold, and extraordinarily uplifting colour combinations. Areas of the pictures are increasingly overlaid with carefully applied pattern taken from 
traditions of ornament in western and eastern art. There is a stillness to Stephen’s images that makes the gestures of anxiety or tension slower to 
realise. Stephen manipulates shape, instinctively placing objects and using strict geometry to create images of lasting satisfaction. 

Colour is central to Stephen’s work and is one of the elements that was inspired by his still important trips to Italy. “ I realised that colour could do 
an awful lot of work, and that you could leave a lot of things out if the colour was working well.” Stephen thinks of colour as the ‘nutrition to the 
mental compost’.  



Print making:

Stephen describes himself as a painter who makes prints. Printmaking is Chambers’ chief collaboration, working with experts who are “his hands”. He 
uses printmaking as a sabbatical to painting, working at a different speed. 

“Trouble Meets Trouble” is a series of etchings portraying characters from the world of politics, literature and history. Alone, they are highly 
patterned and iconic, engaged in characteristic poses recalling their life’s achievements. Chambers refers to this series as the dating agency where 
you would meet your ultimate antagonsit placing characters like Angela Merkel alonside Marie Antionette and Winston Churchill. Chambers even 
paints his characteristic empty speech bubbles around some of the portraits to emphasise their inaudible monologues. 

The “Fantasmi” screenprints are keyhole views of a gilded figure surrounded by beautiful Italinate pattern. The viewer can see them, as if through a 
keyhole, full of expression and movement, each energised by their individual activity. Along with Chambers characteristic features of hats falling off, 
and long limbed figures, there is something beautiful and other-worldly and it is this that makes Chambers’ work so tantalizingly seductive.

“Casanova” - Giovanni Giacomo Casanova, an 18th Century figure, is known for his archetypal reputation as a seducer of women. He led a life of ad-
venture, and the name Casanova endures through history as a reminder of his libertine exploits. This witty collection of etchings demonstrates the 
artist’s exceptional draughtsmanship and his mischievous sense of humour.

In a recent interview with the Royal Academy Stephen said; “Currently I’m making a set of etchings on the life of Casanova. What many people don’t 
know about him is that he was the youngest qualified doctor in Italy and a complete polymath. Each of these is a piece of copper, covered in a thin 
layer of wax which is then smoked so you can see it more clearly. The copper panels are etched into with a fine needle, dipped in lavender oil. Then 
I’ll send them off to a printers in Hoxton for acid treatment. I see making prints as a fusion of the handmade and the computer-assisted.”

We are delighted to be able to collaborate with this exceptional, generous, witty artist and we hope it will be the start of a long relationship of 
bringing his work to West Sussex.
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 IVON HITCHENS

Foliage Green & Blue c. 1965
Oil on canvas
estate stamp verso

21 x 52 in / 53.3 x 132 cm





IVON HITCHENS

Gateway No.9, 1969
Oil on canvas
signed lower right

20 x 46 inches / 50.8 x 116.8cm





IVON HITCHENS

Roof Painting No2, 1977
Oil on canvas
estate stamp verso

18 x 46 in / 45.7 x 116.8 cm





IVON HITCHENS

Giant Oak Series (Spring)  c.1973-75
Oil on canvas
estate stamp verson

18 x 56  in  / 45.7 x 142.2 cm





STEPHEN CHAMBERS  

Beard-Man-Turkish Finches  2006
Oil on canvas

79x94cm





STEPHEN CHAMBERS

Two Dogs With Roses 2015
Oil on panel

76x92cm





STEPHEN CHAMBERS

Black Cat White Cat 2015
Oil on Panel

76x92cm





STEPHEN CHAMBERS

The Perfect Nude  2012
Oil on canvas

44x53cm





Trouble meets Trouble  2013

Etching with chine collé
Set of 20
Edition of 25
Singles available on request





Fantasmi 2013

Etching with chine collé and goldleaf
52 x 42 cm
Set of 6
Edition of 20
Singles available on requrest

Opposite Page: Fantasma 1, Fantasma 2 Fantasma 3
Fasntasma 4, Fantasma 5, Fantasma 6





Casanova  2015

Etchings  with chine-collé and gold ink
Set of 13
Edition of 25
Singles available on request





A Journey without Maps (West) 2015

4 colour screenprint
67x90cm
Edition of 40



A Journey without Maps (East) 2015

4 colour screenprint
67x90cm
Edition of 40



Home of the Gentry 2014

Screenprint
71 x 90 cm
Edition of 30





The Joke and It’s Reaction 2014

Screenprint
75.5 x 57 cm
Edition of 30





The Art of Rhetoric 2012

Screenprint
69.8 x 82.5 cm
Edition of 30





The Art of War  2012

Screenprint
69.8 x 82.5cm
Edition of 30





The Ordeal of  Richard Feverel  2011

Screenprint
105x127 cm
Edition of 30





The Professor 2010

Screenprint
71.5 x 86 cm
Edition of 30





A Little Larger than the Entire Universe  2010

Screenprint
76 x 89.5 cm
Edition number 30 of 30





Words and Deeds 2009

Screenprint
71.5 x 86 cm
Edition of 30





STEPHEN CHAMBERS

Having had numerous solo and mixed shows since 1987, Stephen has diluted his CV to the highlights as follows; 

Born 1960.
Lives and works in London and New York.

Recent Solo Exhibitions include:
2015: “The Gangs of New York” Galerie Frank Pages, Geneva
2014: “The Big Country & Other Stories” Pera Museum, Istanbul. 
2013: Ten Art Gallery, Milan.
2012: “The Big Country”, Royal Academy, London.
2010 “Four Corners” Kings Place, London
2010: “One and a Half Corners”, Flowers Gallery

2017: “The Court of Rodonda” Venice Biannale.

Three set designs for The Royal Ballet, ROH, Covent Garden:
1997: “Sleeping With Audrey”
1999: “Room of Cooks”
2001: “This House will Burn”

Artist Books: 
1993: “Long Pig”
1997: “Healing Poems for the Great Ape” (with Jacques Jouet)
2007: “A Year of Ranting Hopelessly”
2010: “The Long Feast” (with Sam Clark / Moro)

Posh things:
2005: Elected to the RA. 
2015: Awarded an Honorary Fellowship, Downing College, Cambridge.

Stephen is a Trustee of:
The Bryan Robertson Trust
The Koestler Trust
The Royal Academy of Arts.

His work is held in collections on all continents. 



IMPORTANT COLLECTIONS:

Arthur Andersen, London
Arts Council of Great Britain
BZW, London
Bibliotheque Nationale de Grenoble
Bibliotheque Nationale d’Annecy
Bibliotheque Municipale De St Paul Trois Chateaux Bibliotheque Portes-les-Valance, France
Birmingham City Libraries
British Land
Chelsea School of Art, London
Chelsea and Westminster Hospital, London
Christ’s College, Cambridge
Clifford Chance, London
Denton Hall, London
Deutsche Bank, London
Downing College, Cambridge
Emmanuel College, Cambridge
Ernst & Young, London
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge
Frissiras Museum of Contemporary European Painting, Athens Government Arts Collection, London
Isle of Man Arts Council
Jesus College, Cambridge
Lafayette College, Pennsylvania
Lloyds TSB Group plc, London
Lovell White Durrant, London
Manchester University
Meermano Museum, The Hague, Netherlands
Mediatheque de Roanne, France
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
National Westminster Bank, London
Portsmouth University
Procter & Gamble, Surrey
Royal Academy , London
St John’s College, Cambridge
Unilever Plc, London
Vamp & Tramp, Atlanta
Victoria & Albert Museum, London
Westdeutsche Landesbank, London



IVON HITCHENS CBE

To date, there have been no less than four major retrospectives of Hitchens’ oeuvre, held by the most prestigious museums and foundations in the country: The British 
Council in 1952, The Tate in 1963, The Towner Gallery, Eastbourne in 1968, The Royal Academy in 1979 and The Serpentine Gallery in 1989. 

Exhibitions since his death in 1979:

1979 Retrospective exhibition, Royal Academy
1980 Bohun Gallery, Henley-on-Thames
1982 New Art Centre, London
1987 Oriel 31, Welshpool and Newtown, Powys
1989 Retrospective exhibition, Serpentine Gallery, London
1991 Cleveland Bridge Gallery, Bath
1993 Bernard Jacobson Gallery, London
1993 Pallant House Gallery, Chichester
1993 Abbot Hall Art Gallery, Kendal
2000 Jonathan Clark Fine Art, London, A Visual Sound
2003 Jonathan Clark Fine Art, London, Landscapes
2005 Towner Art Gallery, Eastbourne
2005 Jonathan Clark Fine Art, Nudes
2007 Pallant House Gallery, Chichester
2007 Jonathan Clark Fine Art, London, The Flower Paintings
2009 Jonathan Clark Fine Art, London, Unseen Paintings from the 1930s
2015 Candida Stevens Fine Art, Chichester, Ivon Hitchens CBE and Stephen Chambers RA



Public Collections in the UK include

Courtauld Institute, London

Royal Academy of Arts, London

The Tate Gallery, London

Victoria and Albert Museum, London
The National Museum of Wales
The Walker Gallery, Liverpool
The Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge
The Scottish National Museum of Modern Art
Leicester Museum and Gallery
The Ashmolean Museum, Oxford
Southampton Art Galleries
Castle Museum, Norwich
Leeds City Art Gallery
Pallant House Gallery

Over 25 other regional galleries throughout Britain
Numerous galleries around the world.
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CANDIDA STEVENS FINE ART is a contemporary fine art gallery and consultancy based in Chichester specialising in Modern and 
Contemporary British Art. Working with Royal Academicians and emerging artists alike, Candida Stevens Fine Art brings the best 
of Modern and Contemporary British Art to West Sussex and produces an annual Exhibition of importance in London and West 
Sussex. 
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